
CHALLENGE 2 – FAVOURITE CHARACTERS 

Hello everyone,

I hope you enjoyed your first challenge, thinking about why you love your favourite  
story, and how that story makes you feel. Now that you know how stories can make you 
feel things, I want to think a bit more about the characters in your favourite stories. 

So, your next challenge is to think of your favourite character in any story and describe 
that character in a few sentences. It doesn’t have to be a hero – it could be a villain, or 
just a minor character that you particularly remember. 

Really think about why you like that character. Don’t write too much about the  
character’s clothes and appearance. Actually, that’s not very interesting. I bet the reason 
you like them isn’t because of what they wear. I suspect it’s because of how they ACT and  
BEHAVE, and what sort of persomn they are. Do you find them funny, determined, a 
risk-taker, or even scary? 

Have fun thinking about your favourite characters. For the next challenge, we’ll begin  
to create characters of our own. 

Happy writing! 

Rob Lloyd Jones 

Rob Lloyd Jones’s Six Story Challenges 
Rob Lloyd Jones is the award winning children’s author of  
over 80 books, including the Wild Boy and Jake Atlas adventure  
novels for Walker Books and the best-selling See inside and 
Look inside books for Usborne Publishing. 

Here he shares six story-telling tips, and sets six simple  
challenges to help you write your own amazing story.

Here are some books Rob wrote using 
these tips. His ‘Wild Boy’ novels  
are perfect for anyone studying the 
Victorian times, while the ‘Jake Atlas’  
adventures are ideal for topics  
on  the ancient world. They’re also 
great stories! Find out more at
www.roblloydjones.com  

JAKE ATLAS 
TOMB ROBBER,  

TREASURE HUNTER, 
TROUBLEMAKER

 A couple of days ago I was a schoolboy with 
terrible grades and even worse behaviour.  
I had the world’s strictest parents, a sister 
who would barely talk to me and a way of 

causing trouble that drove people nuts. 

Now I am a member of a super high-tech 
treasure-hunting team searching for a 

lost tomb so I can save my parents from 
being turned into mummies 

by an evil cult.  

Things have moved pretty fast… 

E

#JakeAtlas
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Praise for Wild Boy:

 “Good fun and jolly hair-raising” 
 The Times

 “A gripping murder mystery”  
Sunday Express

 “A pacy, atmospheric and thrilling adventure”    
              Metro 
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